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Chalk card inserts - all sizes
Short Description
Chalk card insert for hand written retail displays.
Use with liquid chalk pens
easily cut with scissors into shapes and sizes

Product Images

Description

Chalk card inserts- Plastic
These are low-cost plastic write-on inserts which can be used with snap frames or slot-in style poster frames.
They are suitable for writing on with liquid chalk pens such as Posterman (outdoors) or Illumigraph (indoors). They
can be re-used a number of times - see details.
Flexible 400 micron PVC material intended for use within a poster frame. (Smallest sizes can be used
without a frame - for example with a card holder or card gripper).
Sold in pack quantities as stated in the pricing grid. Price is per pack.
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Surface resembles a blackboard and when written on with chalk pens writing can be erased.
Do not use behind a plastic cover sheet (especially in sunlight).

Additional Information
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More Information

Important NOTES
Chalk cards can be erased as follows:
Posterman pen - erase with Posterman Cleaner (and
certain household cleaning products).
Illumigraph pen - can additionally be erased with a damp
cloth.
After correct cleaning there is usually little, if any, residual
shadow left by pens but writing left on the plastic for a
long time can be harder to erase and after repeated cycles
the surface may deteriorate and the card require
replacement.
Chalk cards are NOT intended for use with real chalk.
They are not true blackboards but they can be used to give
a blackboard effect when inserted into a suitable frame.
Sizes up to A5 can be used frameless when used with the
correct clip.
Chalk cards are a consumable item with a limited life
especially in some harsh situations. In particular larger
sizes should not be exposed to strong direct sunshine as
they can distort at high temperatures. They should not be
used outside behind poster cover sheets to prevent them
from baking. The chalk cards themselves are waterproof
and are fine exposed to the elements when used with
Posterman chalk pens.

Delivery and Returns

• We offer a choice of delivery options tailored to the
goods selected and your location, calculated for you
automatically in the Checkout. When feasible, you will be
offered options for Free, Economy or Next Day delivery.
• Any product returned by the purchaser must be unused
and in its original packaging, which should be unmarked. If
goods are received damaged or faulty we will take care of
the problem.
• For detailed information about Delivery charges or
Returns and refund policies, please click on the links
below.
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